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PAVILION 2009
A K Dolven
Verket, kunsten i sin kontekst, er utgangspunktet  for 
diskusjonen.
Med det tenker jeg kunsten på et sted, i et rom, et sosialt 
eller politisk rom, uterom, innerom, rykterom, tenkerom 
eller tekstrom. Et kaldt sted, et  varmt sted. Det kan være 
mørkt og mykt eller hvitt og lyst og glatt. Men verket i en 
kontekst er utgangspunkt for all videre søken, forskning, 
opplevelse og forståelse. Verket består av et materiale. 
Det kan være lyd. Det kan være stein, ord, lerret, jord 
eller definert luft. Det kan være hva som helst, men det 
må være noe. Dette noe kan være på gulvet, på veggen, 
i et hjørne eller rett og slett på snø - eller i et tre. Noe 
som nettopp får en annen betydning når du setter det i 
en kontekst - i rommet. Rommet behøver ikke være hvitt 
eller firkantet. Det kan være buet. Gult eller rødt.  Ute 
eller inne. Det kan være så kaldt at vi trenger et bål 
for å holde varmen. Samtalen blir da verket og bålet 
konteksten. Konteksten blir så og si “lerret” for verket. For 
å skape rommet trengs også materiale. Det trengs praktisk 
kunnskap og samarbeide. Det trengs hammer og spiker, 
materiale i store eller små dimensjoner – det skal fraktes, 
løftes og brukes, individuelt og samlet. Det trengs en 
plan. Det trengs møter og lunsjer, mat og drikke. Et stort 
bord, tavler med planlegging. Verket omfavnes av alt 
dette. Verket blir sett og hørt offentlig. Offentligheten gir 
tilgjengelighet, gjør det sårbart og utfordrende. Framtiden 
er uviss.
Høsten 2007 startet mitt professorat på Kunstakademiet 
i Oslo. Det ble også starten på mange møter ved en 
laptopskjerm. Gjennom laptopen presenterte studentene 
verket, den var deres hovedrom for tanker. Men i mange 
tilfeller var det ikke verk - det var ideer. Ideer som ikke 
fikk møte et materiale, som sjelden eller aldri kom videre 
fra en presentasjon på laptopen. Ideer som ikke møtte 
fysisk motstand eller et rom. Studentene i 2007 hadde 
overraskende rene fingre og var som regel inne. De 
relaterte seg lite til årstid og skifte i temperatur eller 
lys. De hadde overraskende liten relasjon til akademiets 
teoretiske eller praktiske posisjon i verden som omga dem.
Denne observasjonen ble mitt utgangspunkt for å forske. 
En stilling som professor i kunst så jeg på som forskning. Jeg 
ville lære. Jeg ville bygge en paviljong med studentene. 
Komme oss ut, finne ut hvor vi var i verden. Diskusjonen 
startet i undervisningsrommet mitt, “Lysthuset” i andre 
etasje i gamle Geografiske Oppmåling sine lokaler, 
Statens Kunstakademi. Akademiet lå i en park, rett ved 
hovedstadens Kongelige Slott og hovedgaten Karl Johan i 
Oslo, i det velstående landet Norge.
Tanken var å skape sted for oss utenfor Akademiets 
vegger, men nært. Ikke et galleri, men et bygg som var 
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innhentet av systemet. Statsbygg hevdet at det ikke var 
én, men tre paviljonger vi laget. Det oppstod en knallhard 
definisjonskamp. Hva var én paviljong? Dermed ble det 
fra en dag til en annen satt stopp i en prosess som fløt godt 
og hadde en planlagt struktur. Det ble vent. Det ble stopp. 
Vent og stopp igjen. Så kom snøen. Vi var jo i Norge. 
Den var vi forberedt på og ville ta inn i prosjektet som 
tross alt besto av et transparent bygg. Men snø kombinert 
med systemet som stoppet prosessen var en krevende 
kombinasjon der og da. Plattformene var klare og ble 
en midlertidig scene. Overraskende vakre snøscener. 
Våren kom og flotte studenter med god snekkerkunnskap 
og fokus gjorde at vi kom i mål til 100-års feiringen. En 
spesialdesignet bar laget av studenter ble kronen på 
verket.
Det var som om en enorm gul lanterne lyste utenfor 
akademiet da vi åpnet 100-års feiringen.
En lanterne som bandt oss sammen med byen- ut av 
laptopen og ut av akademiet. Kontakten med byen var 
etablert, og det sterkere enn vi ante der og da.
Vår og sommer 2009 og utstillingene i paviljongen begynte 
å ta av. Det ble høst og vinter med snø igjen. Diverse verk 
og møter oppstod. Årstidene ble delaktige. Soloprosjekt, 
seminar, kuraterte prosjekt av studenter med gjester 
fra andre land, konserter og individuelle happenings. 
Websiden www.pavillion2009.org kom på plass. Det rike 
åpent mot resten av byen, et bygg vi skulle bruke i ett år, 
2009, da Akademiet feiret sine 100 år. Vi startet med et 
seminar og inviterte kunstner og arkitekt Celine Condorelli 
til forelesning og samtale om paviljonger. Det er en stor 
glede at hun nå, 5 år etter, er tilbake med en større tekst 
i denne boken bygget på hennes pågående forskning. 
Vi inviterte unge lokale arkitekter Fantastic Norway 
til å samarbeide. Vi måtte sikre oss, så bygget ikke falt 
sammen. Vi trengte kunnskap utenfra.
Drill, elektrisk sag og hammer ble daglig utstyr. Ikke alle var 
vant til verktøy av en slik art. Det å tørre å tenke stort, fysisk 
og høyt var langt utenfor laptopdimensjonene også. Det 
var ikke lenger snakk om 3:4 eller 16:9 projeksjonsformat, 
men det å hente 3000 bruskasser fra Ringnes, bruskasser 
som skulle bli vårt basismateriale til vegger. Virkeligheten 
slo inn på flere felt - vi måtte skaffe sponsorer. Fundamentet 
ble lånt free of charge av stillasfirmaet Fosshaug. Vi måtte 
skaffe goodwill, enda en viktig erfaring. Norsk Kulturråd 
bidro finansielt sammen med KHIO.
Arkitekter kan bli ekstra visjonære når de jobber med 
kunstnere, det samme her. De hadde store ideer, noe som 
gjorde at vi ble utsatt for sterke utfordringer. Forslag ble 
vurdert, studenter kom med visjoner og det samme gjorde 
arkitektene. Vi fant et løp sammen og det kostet sitt av oss 
alle. Enda en  erfaring rikere. Kunstnere og arkitekter - et 
samarbeid vi møter til stadighet i vårt virke var etterhvert 
godt i gang. Tillatelse ble innvilget, men så ble vi plutselig 
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10 (10 kasser = 160 kroner), som redningen den dagen. 
Og neste dag. Jeg møtte en vandrer en søndag morgen, 
slepende på noen kasser tredd på en snor. Det viste seg at 
han selv hadde søkt akademiet og ikke kom inn, drømmen 
hans gikk ikke i oppfyllelse. Vi fikk en lengre samtale. Vi 
ville i byen med kunsten, men her tok byen overraskende 
tak i oss. Det oppstod helt nye møter i akademiets park 
2009.
Det ble et kappløp om tid mellom ustillinger og byen 
som “spiste” paviljongen. Et bygg i endring gjorde at 
utstillingene fikk stadig nye muligheter og det ga resultater. 
Det var en situasjon vi ikke hadde oversikt over, og 
nettopp dette gjorde prosessen annerledes og i retrospekt 
svært interessant. Det skapte diskusjoner vi ikke hadde 
nærmet oss tidligere. Når noe er så ukontrollerbart, selv i 
en institusjon som kunstakademiet/KHIO som høysete for 
kreativitet – skal de som er oppe i det ukontrollerbare ha 
hard hud. Slik ble det, noen fikk hard hud. Den huden ble 
en nyttig erfaring å ha med seg videre som kunstner.
Hva med Ringnes? Storleverandør av flasker og kasser 
som kan pantes. De hadde lånt oss kassene. De var verdt 
tusener. Jeg ringte dem.
A K D: Hallo. Professor Dolven her, fra Kunstakademiet i 
Oslo. Husker dere de 3000 kassene dere lånte oss i fjor? 
Vi signerte for dem og avtalen var å levere dem tilbake. 
Nå forsvinner de gradvis her for oss. Byen henter dem.
fotomaterialet i denne boken taler for seg selv - vi har flere 
tusen bilder – her vises et utvalg fra begynnelse til gravlys. 
Alle deltagere er nevnt i bokens første sider, sammen med 
alle studenter som har gått på akademiet disse 6 årene 
jeg har vært professor. Nå vandrer jeg videre og denne 
gule boken blir en varm takk til alle.
Den første ferien kom, og med ferien tok byen seg inn i den 
vakre parken vår som omringet akademiet.  Menneskene i 
Oslobyen tok paviljongen i bruk. Ikke som overnattingssted 
- de tok rett og slett paviljongen gradvis, sakte men sikkert, 
i bruk. De gule kassene begynte å forlate bygget. Skilting 
med “la kassene være, tilhører kunststudenter” kom opp 
og det hjalp en stund. Kassene fikk være i fred, men så ble 
sulten fra byen for stor.  Ryktene gikk. Veggene som var 
laget av Ringnes sine gule kasser begynte å få hull. Hullene 
ble til hele vertikale rekker. Kassene var verdt penger – 
én kasse 16 kroner. Finnes det noen grense når vi går 
ut i det offentlige rommet med kunst? Kan vi kontrollere? 
Kontrollen ligger allerede i rammen – i galleriet og innenfor 
akademiets lukkede vegger. Billedrammen kom egentlig 
først i renessansen, er vi fortsatt der? Her ble rammen i 
hvert fall sprengt. Kontrollen ble fratatt oss. Rammen var 
ikke-eksisterende. Dette åpnet for helt nye erfaringer, også 
innad på institusjonen hvor forvirring oppstod. Verket vi 
hadde fått satt tak på mistet sine vegger. Vi møtte helt 
nye erfaringer om byen vår. Vi møtte andre mennesker. 
Vi oppdaget at det i Oslo, en av verdens rikeste byer, var 
mange mennesker som anså 16 kroner, eller 16 kroner x 
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Ringnes: vet dere hva? Vi er så takknemlig for at vi har 
folk der ute som rydder opp vårt tomgods. De plukker 
fl asker fra hver krok.  Bak hvert tre. I hver gate.  Tenk om 
de ikke hadde gjort det. De fjerner våre etterlatenskaper. 
Det er helt greit. Vi krever ingen erstatning fra akademiet. 
Takk for informasjonen –  kassene kommer tilbake til oss 
via omveier og pant.  Alt i orden . Ha det bra, adjø.
A K D: hm. takk Ringnes.
Takk til Kunstakademiets studenter 2007 – 2013.
Anne Katrine
Lofoten, London – april 2013
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– you need to transport, lift and use it, individually and 
together. You need a plan. You need meetings and lunches, 
food and drink. A large table, boards with drawings. All 
of this embraces the work, and allows it to be seen and 
heard publicly. Going public provides access, makes the 
work vulnerable and challenging. The future is uncertain. 
My professorship at Oslo Art Academy began in the fall 
of 2007. This was also the start of many meetings in front 
of a screen. Through the laptop, the students presented 
their works; it was the main place for their thoughts. Only, 
in many cases they weren’t works, they were ideas. Ideas 
that hadn’t met a material, that rarely or never exceeded 
an on-screen presentation. Ideas that never met physical 
resistance, or a space. In 2007 the students’ fingers were 
surprisingly clean. They spent most of their time in warm 
rooms, indoors. They barely related to the seasons, to 
changes in temperature or light. In fact, they interacted 
surprisingly little with their Academy’s theoretical or 
practical position within the world that surrounded them.
This observation became the starting point for my scientific 
research. A position as professor of art is, to me, an 
opportunity for a kind of scientific research. I wanted 
to learn. I wanted to build a pavilion together with the 
students, to get out and relate to the world. It started 
with discussions in my classroom known as the Lysthuset 
(the Gazebo) on the second floor of the old building for 
Norway Geographical Survey, which housed Oslo Art 
PAVILION 2009
A K Dolven
The work of art in its context is the beginning of any 
conversation about art. 
By this I mean art at a place, in a space. In a social or 
political space, an outdoor or indoor space, a rumoured 
space, a thinking space, a written space. A cold space 
or a warm space. It can be dark and soft, or white and 
light and smooth. But the work, in a context, is the starting 
point for all further investigation, research, experience 
and understanding. The work consists of a material. That 
material could be sound. It could be stone, words, canvas, 
earth or defined air. The material could be anything, but it 
has to be something. This something could be on the floor, 
on the wall, in a corner, or simply on snow – or in a tree. 
It is something that has been given new meaning precisely 
by placing it in a context – in a space. The space does 
not have to be white or square, but could be curved. It 
could be yellow or red, outdoors or indoors. It could be 
so cold that we would need a fire to keep warm. Then the 
conversation would be the work, and the fire would be the 
context. Context becomes the work’s ‘canvas’, so to speak. 
A space must also be made up by material. You need 
practical knowledge and co-operation. You need a 
hammer, nails, components in large or small dimensions 
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Academy at the time. The Academy was in a park, right 
next to the Royal Castle and Oslo’s main street Karl Johan, 
in the wealthy country of Norway. 
The idea was to create a place for us outside of the 
Academy walls, but close. Not a gallery space, but a 
structure that would open towards the rest of the city, a 
construction that we could use for anything we wanted 
throughout 2009, the year the Academy celebrated its 
100th anniversary. We began with a seminar, inviting 
artist and architect Celine Condorelli to lecture and talk 
about pavilions. I am very pleased that she is back now to 
present her ongoing research with a text in this book, five 
years later. Young local architects Fantastic Norway were 
invited to collaborate. We had to be sure the building 
would not collapse on us. We needed outside knowledge.
Drill, electric saw and hammer became our daily 
equipment. Not everyone was used to these kinds of tools. 
Nor were they accustomed to daring to think physically 
large and tall, far exceeding laptop dimensions. We were 
no longer talking 3:4 or 16:9 projection formats; we were 
collecting 3,000 yellow crates from Norway’s largest 
brewery, crates that due to Ringnes’s generosity would 
be the basic material for our walls. Reality struck on many 
levels. We had to find sponsors and good will – another 
important experience. The scaffolding company Fosshaug 
lent us a foundation free of charge. Norway Arts Council 
contributed financially, together with KHIO. 
Architects can become especially visionary when working 
with artists, and this is what happened here. They had big 
ideas that presented us with strong challenges. Proposals 
were considered. The students had their visions and so 
did the architects. We found a way forward together but 
it had its costs for everyone. More experience gained. 
Soon the collaboration between artists and architects – 
not an uncommon situation in our professional world – 
was going strong. We had the right permissions, but then 
the system caught up with us. Statsbygg – the government 
agency that manages Norway’s real estate – claimed that 
we were not building one but three pavilions. This started 
a hard battle over definitions. What makes one pavilion? 
A process that had finally achieved a good flow and a 
carefully planned structure was put on hold from one day 
to the next. We had to wait. They said stop, wait and stop 
again. Then came the snow – we were in Norway after 
all. We had prepared for snow, wanting to include it in our 
project that consisted of a transparent building. But snow, 
together with a system that had ceased all development, 
made for a challenging combination. The platforms were 
ready and became a temporary stage, which made for 
a surprisingly beautiful setting against the snow. Spring 
came and some incredibly focused students with good 
carpentry skills allowed us to reach our goal in time for 
the 100-year anniversary. 
On the day of the anniversary opening, it was as if an 
enormous yellow lantern were glowing outside the 
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the concept of the frame was never standard until the 
Renaissance. Can we not think beyond it today? Either 
way, the situation broke free of all limitations and control 
was taken from us. There were no longer any frames. This 
allowed for new experiences, also within the institution, 
where there was now total confusion. Our work had lost 
its walls. We made completely new experiences with our 
city. We met other people. We discovered that in Oslo, 
one of the world’s richest cities, 16 kroner, or 16 kroner 
x 10 (10 crates = 160 kroner), saves someone’s day, and 
the next. I met a wanderer one Sunday morning, pulling 
some crates on a string. As it turned out he had once 
applied to the Academy himself and was not admitted; his 
dream had not come true. We talked for a while. Our aim 
had been to reach the city with our art, but here the city 
surprisingly took hold of us. New encounters took place in 
the Academy Park 2009.
Now followed a race for time between our exhibitions 
and the city’s devouring of our pavilion. An ever-changing 
structure continuously presented new possibilities, echoing 
in the exhibitions. We had no way of predicting the situation, 
and looking back, this made for a very different and 
challenging process. It raised discussions on which we had 
never touched before. When a process is this uncontrollable 
– even within an institution like the Art Academy/KHIO, the 
supposed pinnacle of creativity – it requires thick-skinned 
people to deal with it. Some students acquired a thick skin 
in the process. A useful trait as an artist. 
Academy. A lantern that connected us to the city – beyond 
the laptop and the Academy. We had established contact 
with the city, but it was far stronger than any of us knew.  
Throughout spring and summer of 2009 exhibitions in 
the pavilion picked up, until another fall, then winter 
and more snow. Several works and meetings took place, 
incorporating the changing seasons: solo projects, 
seminars, projects curated by the students with international 
guests, concerts and individual happenings. The website 
www.pavillion2009.org was launched. 
The first holiday came, and with it came the city. The city 
found its way into our beautiful park surrounding the 
Academy. The people of Oslo made use of the pavilion – 
not as a place to sleep, but they quite literally, slowly but 
surely, used the pavilion. The yellow Ringnes crates making 
up the walls began to go missing. These crates could be 
redeemed for money –16 kroner each. Signs came up 
saying “Please leave the crates alone, they belong to the 
art students” and these helped for a little while. The crates 
were left alone. But then the city’s hunger grew too big. 
Rumors spread. The walls became full of holes. The holes 
turned into entire missing vertical rows. 
Can we define and claim borders when introducing art to 
a public space? Can we assert control? Control is already 
there by definition – through the framework of a gallery 
and within the closed walls of the Academy. Interestingly, 
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A K D: Hm. Thank you Ringnes. 
Thank you to the Art Academy’s students, 2007–2013. 
Anne Katrine
Lofoten, London – April 2013
The mass of photographic material in this book speaks for 
itself: we have several thousand images and this is only a 
selection from the first initiation until our candlelit ‘wake’. 
All the participants are named on the first pages, together 
with every student who attended the Academy in the six 
years of my professorship. Now, I will be on my way, and 
this yellow book is a warm thank you to all of them.
And what about Ringnes, the large supplier of bottles and 
crates that can be redeemed for money? They had lent us 
crates that were worth thousands and had been taken.  I 
called them apprehensively: 
A K D: Hello, this is professor Dolven, from Oslo Art 
Academy. Do you remember the 3,000 crates you lent us 
last year? We signed for them, and the deal was to return 
them to you. Now they’re gradually slipping through our 
fingers. The city collects them. 
Ringnes: You know what? We’re so thankful that we have 
people out there cleaning up our empties. They pick up 
bottles from every corner, behind every tree, in every 
street. Imagine if they didn’t. They remove our trash. It’s 
OK, we require no compensation from the Academy. 
Thanks for the information – the crates will come back to 
us via other routes and returns. All fine. Take care, good-
bye. 
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Fragments for a study on display
Celine Condorelli
To have an idea of what displaying an artwork can do, I’d 
like to recount hearing David Lamelas describing his most 
important encounter in a museum: 
“Las Meninas by Velázquez is the most important 
experience of seeing an artwork in my life, because 
for the first time I saw a painting that was the size of a 
wall. It was huge and the people were real, it was not 
only portraiture and had many other dimensions to it. 
And the way the piece was shown in those days! I don’t 
know if they show it that way still, but in those days it was 
extraordinary. You walked into a room… I don’t know if it 
really happened, but I remember looking and, my God, 
was it impressive! And then you turned around, and there 
was the painting again, and I realised it was a mirror 
reflection. In a way this was the first conceptual artwork 
I ever saw; whoever the curator was, made a conceptual 
installation work inspired by Velázquez1. It was not just 
the painting, it was the installation that made me see the 
reflection of a painting2. That is still amazing to me, that 
the painting had the power of cinema.”1
1  Drawing Room Confessions, Two to Tango: Céline Condorelli & David Lamelas, 27 
March 2011, London.
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I am attempting an inquiry into modes of cultural construction 
from a particular and while seemingly obvious, rare 
vantage point, that of the artist; in examining the politics 
of exhibition and display strategies, I seek to articulate 
a practice more than a critique, and to this end find an 
appropriate vocabulary, discern possible methodologies, 
and define a relevant genealogy.
“The word display comes from a Latin root which means 
to unfold or to spread out. As used by us, in a variety of 
situations, it always conveys the idea of calling someone’s 
attention to something by showing it in a conspicuous 
way.... The plumage of the male bird and the antics of the 
fighting fish are ‘display.’ So are the illuminated letters in 
a medieval manuscript.”2
Working with forms of display means addressing how things 
are shown in the world, the conditions that allow or restrict 
their appearance in the domain of the visible (which does 
not only designate images, but that which is intelligible). 
Systems of domination, subjection or repression also take 
place in the appearance of things, so that display is not 
simply a manifestation or the embodiment of pre-existing 
systems but an intrinsic part of their configuration. The 
exhibition, the museum, the gallery, seem like a privileged 
territory for work on display, precisely as they are set-
up in order to show things. The starting point for such an 
enquiry is not only that appearances deceive, but that all 
2  George Nelson, Display, New York: Whitney Interiors Library, 1953, page 8.
forms of representation are in fact inherently fabricated, 
subjective, misleading, and ambiguous. Art is forever part 
of the world it attempts to address; or as Mel Bochner’s 
acrylic wall-piece from 1970 put it, “no thought exists 
without a sustaining support” – even as the background 
acrylic paint melts down the wall, fading into nothingness.
Art Discourse is split between that on the object –art 
history, art criticism and their associated practices of 
object production– and the discourse on containers –
museum studies, exhibition history or that of curating. 
While display is relevant to both of these positions, it is on 
the very edge of them, in the zone in which they come into 
contact conceptually and physically. Very few artists have 
chosen that point of contact as a position to speak from, 
the reasons for which can be varied, not the least being 
that one runs the risk, working on the edge of things, 
of falling out all together by not fitting in any category. 
However, taking this hypothetical point of convergence 
on as the place to speak from offers thinking that is not 
only relevant to curating and art, but is also a way of re-
challenging the conundrum that art discourse is finding 
itself in relationship to ideology critique. As any change 
of position, it allows to look at problems differently, and is 
the recognition of a territory, which entails its establishing.
Galleries and museums are the intricate amalgam of 
social structures and historical narratives, visual and 
material culture, exhibition practices and strategies of 
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display, and the concerns and imperatives of various 
governing ideologies. Yet social spaces are not containers 
in which subjects and objects are simply placed and in 
which the action then happens, rather they are made as 
spaces through the changing relations between subjects 
and objects3. A gallery is never empty and waiting to be 
filled with subjects, objects, discourses (or signs), rather 
its condition of possibility as a gallery is brought into play 
through the tensions established around subjects, objects, 
discourses and signs. The exhibitions they host, therefore, 
manifest the complex and only partly explicit negotiations 
between museum or gallery conditions and the various 
practices and agendas that contend with them, while these 
might be imbedded in overlapping, or conflicting cultural 
ideologies. 
“… no economic or technical determinations, and no 
dimensions of social space exist until they have been 
given form. Giving them a form implies both giving 
them meaning (mise en sens) and staging them (mise en 
scene).”4
Is there a notion that would describe the operations taking 
place in display? How to understand or be more precise 
about such a seemingly diffuse set of aspects, how to 
describe the relationship between all the domains, the 
3  See Human Geography Today, Doreen Massey, Polity Press, 1999.
4  Claude Lefort, Democracy and Political Theory, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1988, p.11
fields that the process of displaying occupies and works 
through? This act of looking again, or looking differently, 
can only be done by a shift in attention, a refocusing from 
an object to an activity, ie from a practitioners point of 
view – and not a philosopher, I am not interested nor will 
I attempt at a definition of the ontology of display – as 
someone committed to working with it, as a medium, an 
instrument, a focus.
“We only see what we look for, and we only look for what 
we can see.”
Brian O’Doherty, Inside the White Cube
Alison and Peter Smithsons thought that temporary 
exhibitions were one of the most productive sites for 
cultural production, and would compare Twentieth 
century temporary structures to those of the Renaissance, 
when on the occasion of, for example, the wedding of a 
duke’s daughter or the entry of a pope into a city, artists, 
architects, but also engineers, poets, and inventors were 
commissioned to construct events and build ephemeral 
architectures. These events were the occasions to realize 
what the Smithsons called ‘the new before the new’. The 
new kind of a style, the new kind of decoration, the new 
kind of architecture, the new invention was experimented 
with precisely in these temporal situtations. 
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“It is an odd thing, but true, that when one begins to 
trace developments in art, architecture, structure, interior 
design and related areas, the old expositions turn out to 
be remarkably accurate guides to future ways of doing 
things. Paxton’s Crystal Palace, built in 1951, was a 
prefabricated structure entirely done in metal and glass, 
and its implications are not fully exhausted a century later. 
The Hall of Machines, put up for a Paris fair in 1889, set 
the pace for an entire category of steel structure. Mies van 
der Rohe became internationally known as an architect 
with something important to say through two exhibitions; 
one in 1929, the other in 1931.”5
The Eiffel tower in Paris is another obvious example of a 
structure built for a temporary event, the 1889 World Fair, 
that stands for both a tremendous engineering achievement, 
and the shock of the new –it provoked much controversy 
as it was built, from those who did not believe such a tall 
building was feasible, to those who thought it an aesthetic 
aborration, so much so that some of the most influential 
artists of the time put together a petition to “protest with 
all our strength, with all our indignation6” and prevent it 
from going up. Across the Channel half a century later, the 
Southbank Centre, one of the few examples of unashamed 
modernist architecture in UK, was erected for the 1951 
Festival of Britain. Mies van der Rohe’s extraordinary 
career is indeed anchored to the rather small German 
5  George Nelson, Display (New York: Whitney Interiors Library, 1953). Page 9
6  Collectif d’artistes, “Les Artistes contre la Tour Eiffel”, Le Temps, 14 février 1887.
pavilion he made for the 1929 Barcelona International 
exhibition, which, as the story goes, went almost unnoticed 
at the time, and was only documented in a handful of black 
and white photographs. It was later recognised as one of 
the most important buildings of the Twentieth century, by 
which time it had long been taken apart, packed in crates, 
and put on a train to Germany where it never arrived7. And 
of course, the Smithsons themselves developed some of 
their foundational ideas through two exhibitions in 1956, 
This Is Tomorrow at the Whitechapel Art Gallery3, and 
the House of the Future, the visionary ‘model home’ they 
devised for the Daily Mail Ideal Home Exhibition. “What 
I have learned from the Smithsons is that exhibitions are 
the most important site for architectural production in the 
20th century; that in architecture the temporal, in other 
words, is more important than the permanent.8”
The exhibition in the way that we understand it today –
as things arranged in a temporary public display– is a 
modern form of communication developed in the second 
half of the 19th century, as an experiential and visual 
format capable of reaching large audiences. Exhibitions 
were developed as sites of discovery and learning, of 
distribution of knowledge and information, of staging 
of arguments and technical demonstrations, in which 
political and ideological agendas take place through 
7  See Beatrice Colomina, ‘Mies Not’, in The Presence of Mies, Detlef Mertins, 
Princeton Architectural Press, 1996
8  Beatrice Colomins, in the interview with Displayer
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the seduction, fascination and shock of large audiences. 
Exhibitions in general have been one of the primary sites 
for experimentation with mass communication, and have 
throughout their history been occasions for an extraordinary 
deployment of means to allow them to be staged and take 
place. World fairs are commonly cited as ancestors in 
this genealogy, and specifically The Great Exhibition of 
the Works of Industry of all Nations, organised by Prince 
Albert, was to make clear to the world “Great Britain’s 
role as industrial leader9”, as a response to the French 
1844 Exposition Industrielle. Both events were declared 
to be platforms on which countries from around the world 
could display their industrial achievements, while of course 
being hosted by nations who did their best to prove their 
own superiority in matters of progress. On display were 
manufacturing processes and products –which structured 
the exhibition layout– leading from raw materials 
through various manufactured goods and their associated 
mechanical devices, to what were considered the highest 
forms of expression of a society, fine and applied art. 
In other words, the exhibition was organized according 
to narratives of production in hierarchical order, so that 
one could follow cotton weaved and sown into clothes, 
pulp being made into stationery, leather being turned into 
boots, timber into cabinets, steel into a knife, etc. in an 
immense variety of “the most perfect specimens10” being 
9 A Guide to the Great Exhibition : containing a description of every principal object of 
interest : with a plan, pointing out the easiest and most systematic way of examining the 
contents of the Crystal Palace, George Routledge and Co., London (1851).
10  Great exhibition of the works of industry of all nations, Official Guide, Edited by 
Robert Ellis, F.L.S, 1851, p2
made on site, with the fourth and last division dedicated to 
the production of  sculpture and those things that “exhibit 
such a degree of taste and skill as to come under the 
denomination of fine arts11”. There was in effect very little 
art in The Great Exhibition; it was displayed in relationship 
to its process of production, as the highest register of a 
society’s progress. 
After 1851, World Fairs gradually shifted their focus from 
process towards product, and while the ‘Sculpture Court’ 
continued to appear in them, it was emptied out of any 
explicit connections to material or production, just as the 
rest of the articles on display, still presented as “the most 
perfect specimens” but without their associated knowledge 
or labour. In the Paris Fair of 1900, the grandiose Sculpture 
Court in the newly built Grand Palais was set as a sculpture 
garden, in a exhibition tracing artistic developments of 
the previous decade with no connection to the rest of the 
Éxposition Universelle; the building was specifically built 
as a new exhibition hall for fine arts and the future home 
of the Salons, and that room now houses the Monumenta 
series, which as its title indicates, showcases monumental 
installations by world famous artists (so far, all male). In 
this way, world fairs were to function less as vehicles for 
the education of the working class, in order to become 
“places of pilgrimage”, as Benjamin put it, “to the 
commodity fetish”12.
11  Great exhibition of the works of industry of all nations, Official Guide, Edited by 
Robert Ellis, F.L.S, 1851, p16
12  Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century, Expose of 1939, Walter Benjamin.
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“The history of exhibitions is a history of politics and, 
no less, of the changes which have taken place in the 
foundations of our social structure.” 13
The format of the exhibition is not at all emblematic 
to the art context, but was developed as a form of 
communication and distribution that gradually became 
the dominant mode of presentation for art in the last 
hundred years, while others are in fact equally influential, 
as for example, publishing, photography, collecting, etc. 
Exhibitions however remain important sites of innovation 
and distribution of ideas and goods, as well as relevant 
a site to work specifically on forms of display and also to 
develop prototypes, forms of innovation, which might be 
technical or conceptual. Exhibitions were developed as 
sites of discovery and learning, of distribution of knowledge 
and information, of staging of political arguments and 
technical demonstrations, in which political and ideological 
agendas took place through the seduction, fascination 
and shock of large audiences. Exhibitions have been 
one of the primary sites for experimentation with mass 
communication, and have throughout their history been 
occasions for an extraordinary deployment of means to 
allow them to be staged and take place. While a genealogy 
of exhibitions could take a number of different paths, but 
these are probably simultaneous, and all contributed to 
creating the conditions of exhibitions today.
13 Richard P. Lohse, Neue Ausstellungsgestaltung/ Nouvelles conception de 
l’exposition/ New Design in Exhibitions (Erlenbach: Verlag für Architektur, 1953), 8
The Palais du Louvre was imagined by two successive Kings 
as a permanent picture gallery for the Royal collections in 
Paris, and the project was quite far down the line (with 
planned overhead lighting and fire protection) when the 
French Revolution changed its course and declared it and 
its contents national property. It finally opened in 1793 
as a “monument dedicated to the Love and Study of the 
Arts” belonging to the common man and woman of the 
new Republic. Republicans handled the Louvre’s opening 
as a matter of urgency, by recognising how it stood as 
a symbol of triumph over despotism and a signifier of 
culture born out of Liberty: the museum was a tangible, 
immediate achievement of Liberty and Equality. In the new 
Revolutionary calendar’s ten day week, the museum had 
five days were reserved for artists and copyists, three for 
the general public, and two for cleaning and maintenance. 
The museum being public in the revolutionary imagination 
meant that it needed to be available as a resource to work 
in and with, as well as a place to just visit. As such the 
Louvre was a place to be fully inhabited by the citizens 
of the new Republic, and artists were in residence –if 
the museum was were artworks should be displayed, 
then artists should be able to live in it, and in this way 
be supported to further their trade both intellectually and 
practically. 
The collection was purposely not arranged according to 
schools and styles, and the commission, mostly composed 
of artists, pushed for an a-historical organisation, derived 
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from critical categories established by de Piles and 
including objects and artefacts, rejecting pressure for a 
scholarly approach, and a historically linear, school and 
nation based taxonomic display. The Commission’s display 
agenda was focused on artistic requirements – allowing 
confrontations, juxtapositions and contrasts between 
artists, works, and other material cultural productions, and 
thus creating immediate sensory contexts. It was heavily 
criticised as its arrangement most closely recalled the 
domestic displays of private collections in the luxurious 
homes of the aristocracy, while the system of schools and 
chronology, already well-established in Europe at the 
time, was more consistent with Revolutionary ideals of 
rational and scientific systems being important aspects of 
undoing the ancien régime, alongside with the metric and 
decimal systems, and the new calendar. The collection was 
‘purified’ from works deemed unsuitable to the culture of 
the new Republic, and pictures were hung frame to frame 
from floor to ceiling. Those days were chaotic, with spaces 
filled to the brim with objects and people living there, as 
well as large crowds visiting on the popular public days, 
that engaged in activities of their everyday life in the 
museum, eating and drinking, and resting, with prostitution 
and other trades present throughout. However, this period 
of museum utopia did not last, as the museum was in such 
disrepair it had to close in May 1796, to be reopened 5 
years later, on the 14th of July (not missing an opportunity 
to inscribe the Louvre in the revolutionary narrative) but 
with its entire collections organised in historical sequence 
and according to schools. The galleres were lit, prostitutes 
were kicked out, eating and drinking were actively 
discouraged.
Pope Urban Sixtus V ordered the master plan of Rome 
(1585-1590), mostly motivated by the desire to adjust the 
city to the benefit of pilgrims, and adapt it to the needs 
of this incoming, walking public and their particular type 
of urban navigation (between the twelve basilicae), 
while heavily conditioned with the recent codification of 
perspectival rules. Long straight streets were opened as 
direct processional routes, physically and visually linking 
church facades or nodal points made into piazze to allow 
for perspectival vistas, so that from any of the basilicae, 
walking pilgrims would be able to see another church 
pointing their itinerary, or a square leading up to it, and 
would know where to go. Vertical elements were placed 
to punctuate these routes, such as Egyptian obelisks in 
the converging squares’ centres acting as orientation 
points. New churches were subsequently built at strategic 
points in the walking axes, their façades designed to 
be recognisable in a street line even from a long vista, 
most noteably with Borromini and Bernini’s Baroque 
experiments in dynamic forms creating bulging elevations, 
concave entrances to draw in visitors, spiralling towers 
acting like beacons in the city skyline14. These churches 
14  See Francesco Borromini's San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, 1641, and Sant' Ivo 
alla Sapienza, 1650, as well as Gian Lorenzo Bernini's Fontana dei Quattro Fiumi, 
1643, and Sant'Andrea al Quirinale, 1661-1670.
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were the most innovative, radical architectural and 
aesthetic prototypes –provoking awe or disgust amongst 
the public– that revolutionized conceptions of the creation 
of space according to how it could be perceived in 
movement (for the first time taking into account the body in 
motion). A new technique for designing and drawing, the 
poché, which consists of forming space by literally carving 
out volumes out of fulls rather than building them up as 
postitives, although phenomenally uneconomical, allowed 
the most dizzying, extraordinary spatial experiences 
to emerge. Space suddenly started unfolding under 
people’s eyes, leading them through the city, and their 
eyes towards the sky, architecture was made into a device 
to carry away bodies and minds. At architectural and 
urban level the poché also corresponds to an architecture 
starting from the inhabitation of space, from its rooms and 
openings and voids, as is evident in the 1748 Nolli plan, 
the first experiment in what a form of understanding and 
representing the space of people might be.
This idea of developing space –according to how human 
beings could move in and through it– had in fact been 
previously tested, but in gardens, such as Boboli in 
Sixteenth century Florence. The garden’s overall geometric 
plan can be seen upon entering as a perspectival painting 
as it unfolds up along a gentle but steady slope. “The 
apse was like a stage’s proscenium overlooking the 
garden (above) and prepared the visitor for later closeup 
views of the garden’s statues, flora, hidden vistas, and 
emblematic narrative flow.”15 The garden could then be 
strolled from one perspective to another, promenaded 
along paths that would unfold carefully constructed views 
of nature, and a rhythm of surprises and interruptions in 
the form of statues, pavilions, follies or opening vistas 
– the promenade functioned like a rhetorical device 
to encourage conversation, that would in this way be 
articulated by triggers and punctuations. The designs of 
Renaissance gardens were often derived from classical 
texts, such as Ovid’s Metamorphoses, and were closely 
connected to theatre design, also recently transformed by 
the discoveries in perspective16. As a model for arranging 
objects in space, the Renaissance garden and city are 
both precursors of the National Museum, but mostly of 
the format of the exhibition –however, as exhibitions 
they function closest to the menmonic devices of Ars 
Memoriam17, spatial expositions aimed at the production 
of a text, or an inscription, expoiting the intimate relation 
between visual sense and spatial orientation. Elements 
along a route (mental or physical in this case) function as 
triggers for memory and point to possible ways forward 
–walking, or talking– each a symbol within a larger 
conception, allegories or sensory props.
To insist on process and complex understandings of site 
means to include underlying forces and value systems 
15  Dan Graham,  Garden as Theatre as Museum
16  see Dan Graham, Theatre, Cinema, Power.
17  as described in Yates’ Art of Memory
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that are present in social groups, and to consider existing 
conditions as formed by social, political, economic, tectonic 
and physical contexts. Influential in recent art discourse is 
a term that is useful for articulating the methodology what 
such a practice entails: the dispositif, or the apparatus.
The french term ‘dispositif’ is translated variously as device, 
machinery, apparatus, construction and deployment. 
Asked to define the term in an interview, Foucault answers, 
in a passage that has been quoted many times: 
“What I’m trying to pick out with this term is, firstly, 
a thoroughly heterogenous ensemble consisting of 
discourses, institutions, architectural forms, regulatory 
decisions, laws, administrative measures, scientific 
statements, philosophical, moral and philanthropic 
propositions–in short, the said as much as the unsaid. 
Such are the elements of the apparatus.The apparatus 
itself is the system of relations that can be established 
between these elements.
Secondly, what I am trying to identify in this apparatus 
is precisely the nature of the connection that can exist 
between these heterogenous elements. Thus, a particular 
discourse can figure at one time as the programme of 
an institution, and at another it can function as a means 
of justifying or masking a practice which itself remains 
silent, or as a secondary re-interpretation of this practice, 
opening out for it a new field of rationality.”
A ‘dispositif’ functions accross heterogenous elements, 
that together give shape to specific historical formations, 
producing both power structures and knowledge. It is the 
dispositif that articulates relations and connections between 
the elements that constitute it in the first place, which is 
also, by deduction, how it can bring about new relations 
or adjust existing ones. The ‘dispositif’ is also a conceptual 
device for understanding of forms of subjectivation and, if 
use in a practice concerned with culture and knowledge, 
can be aimed towards producing or undoing participatory, 
spectatorial, or viewing positions.
Giorgio Agamben defines the apparatus / dispositif as 
“anything that has in some way the capacity to capture, 
orient, determine, intercept, model, control, or secure 
the gestures, behaviors, opinions, or discourses of living 
beings.”
It is easy to see why the concept has found so much resonance 
in the artistic fields, as it can easily and immediately be 
translated on the one hand as a way to read exhibitions 
as a dispositif of culture, and on the other hand as a 
way to situate practices inspired or related to notions of 
institutional critique, for which the artwork seeks to expose 
and undo particular power networks. When it implies the 
adjustment and taking place of a field of forces acting upon 
a technological, social and legal context, then it is useful 
to use the dispositif as a lens through which to consider 
display. If by display we can designate the appearance 
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of an artwork, object or cultural artifact through specific 
modalities of visibility – including light and its notions of 
exposure, position in its relation to the body, distance, 
materials and colour of what was made to prop it up, 
hold it, frame it, contain it, levels of interpretation through 
all the associated material like labels, texts, marketing 
material, but also position in relation to jurisdiction, or 
how close one can get, if it is under protection, how much 
protection, as well as the layers of conditions that have 
made that display possible, like for example insurance 
and its relationship to evaluation, institutional recognition, 
systems of public and private funding, curatorial practices 
and art education systems, cultural policy…. etc. In that 
sense then display is precisely what has the capacity 
to capture, orient, determine, intercept, model, control 
or secure the behaviours, openinions and discourses of 
living beings. Within the context of exhibition-making, the 
display can be said to be a specific dispositif, in the case of 
these notes for a study on display both object and subject.
In fact, the translation of the verb to deploy is 
etymologically very close to the verb display. It originates 
from the French déployer, the Latin displicare: ‘to unfold 
or explain’. To deploy is to lay out, to develop what was 
folded, gathered, contained in a small space. Troops are 
deployed when they are in position for action. But one 
deploys all of one’s eloquence, all of one’s knowledge, all 
of one’s strength, one’s resources, one’s talents. Passions 
are deployed, and wings.
Endnotes
1  In 1899, the Museo del Prado decided to reorder the Velázquez paintings 
and place them in chronological order in one special room at the centre of the museum. 
Beside the Velázquez Room, they also built a small, 9 x 5-metre room to display Las 
Meninas.
2  “We are looking at a picture in which the painter is in turn looking out at us. 
A mere confrontation, eyes catching one another's glance, direct looks superimposing 
themselves upon one another as they cross. And yet this slender line of reciprocal 
visibility embraces a whole complex network of uncertainties, exchanges, and feints. 
The painter is turning his eyes towards us only in so far as we happen to occupy the 
same position as his subject. We, the spectators, are an additional factor. Though 
greeted by that gaze, we are also dismissed by it, replaced by that which was always 
there before we were: the model itself. But, inversely, the painter's gaze, addressed 
to the void confronting him outside the picture, accepts as many models as there are 
spectators; in this precise but neutral place, the observer”. Michel Foucault, The Order 
of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences, originally Les Mots et les choses 
(1966).
3  This Is Tomorrow was a seminal art exhibition held in August 1956 at 
the Whitechapel Art Gallery, conceived by architectural critic Theo Crosby with the 
Independent Group.The theme was the ‘modern’ way of living and the exhibition was 
based on a model of collaborative art practice, with twelve multidisciplinary groups 
each producing autonomous parts of the exhibition and catalogue.
 Beatrice Colomins, in the interview with Displayer.
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Soloslo
Arve Rød
Oslo er hovedstaden med det stilige korte navnet, med en 
O i hver ende, som et lazy-eyed kattefjes. En provinsby 
i Europas utkant; fram til 1814 også provins i Norge. 
Den gang het byen Christiania, senere Kristiania, etter 
den danske barokkongen Christian IV. Hansabyen og 
sjøfartssenteret Bergen var landets hovedstad på 1200 
og 1300-tallet, og på 1600-tallet var vestlandsbyen både 
Norges og Nordens største by. I takt med fabrikkpipene 
ble Oslo størst i landet på 1800-tallet. Bydelene preget 
av gårder utført i klassisistisk, sen 1800-tallsarkitektur, kalt 
«berlinergårder» av enkelte, ligger som Berlins sentrale 
bydeler i en sirkel rundt sentrum og hovedgaten Karl Johan; 
en miniversjon av Unter den Linden, med praktbygg à la 
prøysserarkitekten Karl Friedrich Schinkel: Universitetet 
(tegnet av Christian Grosch, med bistand fra Schinkel), 
Nasjonalteateret (Henrik Bull), Stortinget (Emil Victor 
Langlet) og Slottet (Hans Ditlev Franciscus von Linstow). 
Beskjedne praktbygg er det – Oslo viser sin storhet i 
små porsjoner. Byen avslører gjerne sine beste sider 
i parklommer og bakgårder, langs en brygge eller ved 
et vann i en av de store skogene som brer seg rundt 
byen som et teppe av stillhet og eventyr. Oslo har en 
rolig rytme, om enn kaotisk – vanskjøttet som byen er 
av byplanleggere og lokalpolitikere gjennom årtier. Om 
Oslo er en fortelling, er den tunglest og uten dramatiske 
høydepunkter, uten katharsis; en forløsning av historisk 
eller endog byplanmessig karakter. Ingen store 
revolusjoner eller monumentale slag har omformet byen, 
ingen stormannsgale konger og statsledere eller visjonære 
arkitekter har fått det innfall at nettopp Oslo skulle være 
noe bemerkelsesverdig i verden og historien. Turistene 
gjør seg som regel raskt ferdig med byen: Vikingskipene, 
Edvard Munch og Operataket, så er man videre til 
fjordlandet i vest, uten nevneverdige, varige spor får vi 
tro – kanskje med unntak av sjokket etter møtet med noen 
av våre utallige heroinister. For mange tilreisende er det 
overraskende at et tilsynelatende idyllisk, lite land som 
Norge, med et av verdens best utbygde velferdssystemer, 
kan produsere så mange skakkjørte skjebner. Det er 
ganske uforståelig for oss som bor her også. I Oslo bruker 
man den ene halvparten av året til å stirre ned i bakken 
for å manøvrere over islagte gater, og den andre for å 
unngå å tråkke i brukte sprøyter, for å sette det på spissen 
(pun not intended). Ikke rart vi oppfattes som et introvert 
folkeferd. Men nordmenn ser seg selv som både fysisk 
og åndelig sunne vesener; fornuftsdrevne og naturnære, 
med en sterk idé om enhet, likhet og fellesskap. Kanskje 
dette produserer desto større fallgroper for dem av oss 
som faller utenfor. Kanskje er byens fremste kjennemerke 
under overflaten, bak det umiddelbart synlige, at den er 
så full av fucked up, privilegerte mennesker. Norge 2013 
representerer en historisk unntakstilstand av privat rikdom 
og sosialt sikkerhetsnett, en makeløs plassering på toppen 
av pyramiden, løftet opp dit av protestantisk nøysomhet 
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Soloslo
Arve Rød
Oslo is the capital with the handsome short name, an O 
on each end like a lazy-eyed cat’s face. Until 1814, Oslo 
was the name of a province of Norway. In those days, the 
city itself, a provincial town at the edge of Europe, was 
called Christiania, later Kristiania, named after the Danish 
King Christian IV. Bergen was the capital of Norway 
throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; in the 
1600s this western Hanseatic city and shipping centre 
was the largest both in Norway and the Nordic region. 
In step with the growing number of factory chimneys, 
Oslo became the largest in the country during the 1800s. 
The city’s boroughs are now defined by late nineteenth-
century neoclassical apartment buildings, often compared 
to those that define Berlin. Like Berlin’s central boroughs, 
they encircle the city centre and Oslo’s main street Karl 
Johan, a mini version of Unter den Linden, with landmark 
buildings in the style of Prussian architect Karl Friedrich 
Schinkel: the university (designed by Christian Grosch, 
aided by Schinkel), the National Theatre (by Henrik Bull), 
Parliament (by Emil Victor Langlet) and the Royal Palace 
(by Hans Ditlev Franciscus von Linstow). 
These landmarks are modestly grand – Oslo shows its 
greatness through its subtlety. The city’s best attributes are 
its small parks and back alleys, a pier or a lake in one of 
the big forests that wrap around the city like a blanket of 
og ugudelig oljeflaks. I en sånn situasjon kan det kollektive 
jeg-et reduseres ned til en nihilistisk, selvbeskyttende 
tilstand hvor ingenting menneskelig egentlig berører eller 
beveger oss.
Hva har dette med kunst å gjøre? Alt. I alle fall potensielt 
ganske mye. Hva det har med 3000 bruskasser i 
Kunstakademiets bakgård å gjøre, er kanskje litt 
vanskeligere å si. Jeg bare kom til å tenke på det, da 
jeg så for meg den solgule, arkitektoniske konstruksjonen 
under de grønne trærne, tett ved Slottsparken. Det var en 
fin tanke egentlig; at den til slutt begynte å gå i oppløsning 
etter at byens underpriviligerte begynte å forsyne seg. At 
kunsten gikk opp i røyk, eller hva det nå enn det var de 
brukte panten til. Eller enda bedre; at det dryppet kasser, 
nei, rant kasser, liksom en gul elv av tomgods ut i gatene, 
og næret liv og små drømmer blant dem vi ikke ser.
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silence, promising adventure. Oslo has  a calm rhythm, 
albeit chaotic. If Oslo is a story, it is a slow read without 
drama and with no catharsis – it has never found release 
through history or even urban planning, for decades 
mishandled by city bureaucrats and local politicians. 
No revolutions or monumental battles have brought 
transformation; no megalomaniac king, political leader 
or visionary architect has brought Oslo to the special 
attention of the world, or made it stand for something 
remarkable in history. 
Tourists are quickly done with the city: the Viking ships, 
Edvard Munch and the Opera roof, then they’re on 
their way to western fjord-lands without the city leaving 
any significant, lasting impressions – with the exception 
perhaps of the unexpected meeting with some of our 
countless heroin addicts. Many visitors find it surprising 
that a small, seemingly idyllic country like Norway, with 
one of the world’s best-developed social welfare systems, 
can produce so many misguided fates. It is perplexing for 
us who live here too. In Oslo, to put it somewhat extremely, 
half the year is spent staring down at the ground trying to 
navigate icy streets and the other half doing to same thing 
to avoid stepping on used needles. 
No wonder we are regarded as an introverted people. 
Still, Norwegians see themselves as healthy beings – 
physically and spiritually – close to nature and guided by 
common sense, with a strong understanding of concepts 
like unity, equality and community. Maybe this is what 
makes the fall that much further for those who stumble. 
Perhaps the city’s most characteristic feature, beneath the 
surface and behind what is immediately visible, is that 
it’s so full of fucked-up, privileged people. Norway 2013 
represents a historical exception when it comes to private 
wealth and social security, an incomparable place at the 
top of the pyramid, raised there by protestant frugality 
and godless luck with oil. This situation could reduce the 
collective ego to a nihilistic, self-protective state, where 
nothing really touches or moves us.
What does this have to do with art?  Everything. At least a 
lot, potentially. What it has to do with 3,000 drink crates 
in Oslo Art Academy’s backyard might be harder to say. 
But I came to think of this when I saw the architectural 
construction beneath the green trees, yellow like the sun, 
close to the Palace and its park. It was a nice thought: that 
eventually it would dissolve when Oslo’s underprivileged 
started helping themselves to the crates; that the art would 
literally go up in smoke, or whatever else the return cash 
would provide them with. Or even better, that the crates 
would drip, no flow, like a yellow stream of empties into the 
streets, feeding the small dreams of those we do not see.  
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